Mammen Family Public Library
Monthly Report – November Activities
Program Spotlight
The Veterans Day Goodie Bags were thoughtfully
provided by HEB again this year. Not only did they work
with us to provide Veterans with 50 bags full of tasty treats
but there was also a handwritten note or thank you card
inside the bags. Members did appreciate this thoughtful
gesture! We also offered a Veteran’s Day Trivia,
Medicare for Veterans, and a program about Veterans
Aid and Attendance Pension.

Circulation Team Report


Number of visitors to the library: 9,125



Total items circulated: 33,398



New cards issued: 224



Number of active members: 7,264

Programming, Outreach and Community Collaboration
Program Focus

Programs

Live
Participants

In library programs

49

337

Live Zoom programs

44

338

Recordings of events
posted this month

0

Recording viewings

Passive Programs

2

81

Total

95

675

Passive Programming Participants

378 number of craft kit/handout, homework and
resource lists emailed out to members

509

We are thankful for over 45 hours of volunteer teachers and leaders for our classes this month.

Leisure Learning
Ashley held two classes for the members to make holiday cards using the Heidi Swapp Minc foil
applicator to create one of a kind cards, gift tags, or even placeholder cards. Everyone had a
great time.
Ashley contracted with Cindy East for a Make-Ahead Best Holiday Brunch Dishes event just in
time for preparations before the Thanksgiving holiday.
Bridge Group seems to be running smoothly with up to 9 players attending so far to learn and
play bridge under the tutelage of Bob Kadanka every Tuesday from 1-3:30pm.
Cookbook Demo & Lunch Potluck Club is back with Nadine Winningham leading the group as
they cooked from Half Baked Harvest cookbook by Teighan Gerard. The class enjoyed tasting
dishes they had brought and shared all the tips on each dish. Ashley then sends out all the tips
and recipes to the nearly 100 member list of folks that come out to the meeting when they can
but enjoy staying connected with the recipes if they attend the meeting personally or not. This
group meets on the second Tuesday of each month at 11:30am and new members are always
welcome.
Bethanie taught two Winter Deco Mesh Wreath Classes
for the members in the last days of the month, the
participants were really getting in the Christmas spirit!
Bethanie is leading a Great Courses Discussion Group
on the History of Forensics. The group watches a lecture
together each week, goes over some discussion
questions and follows up with the additional resources
about questions that arise during the discussion.
Art and Culture
Tim Tingle led the Doc Moore Storytelling Guild with 36 attendees online joining to hear and
share stories that are both heartwarming and funny with many focused on thankfulness!
Contracted art teachers included:
Jill Deurmier, our watercolor teacher, demonstrated the techniques to paint a scene with Wine
Barrels.
Rachel Delgado taught her monthly Beginning Calligraphy course with both online and inperson participants.
Debbie’s Exploring Art Mediums class drew a botanical mushroom and then colored it using
colored pencils. They used odorless mineral spirits to magically make pencil strokes blend with
eleven different examples of fall plant/ flowers to border the painting.
Ashley has contracted with Leila Reynolds for a monthly Abstract class that continues with a
wonderful following.

STEM
Ashley taught two classes with the Laser Etcher to get
members ready for the holidays and create a personalized
ornament with our laser.
The Webspinners held an Adobe Photoshop presentation for
their meeting this month about what’s new with Adobe.
Civics
Frank Shaddalee and co-presenter Mike Ellaby are hosting
the Great Courses: Founding Fathers of America Series each
week. They view two historical documentaries then review
and discuss after each episode.
Health and Wellness
Connie Sheppard with the Texas AgriLife Extension Service, brought the topic of Mindfulness for
Holiday Stress to our community for three weeks on Tuesdays at noon.

Youth Programming
Teen Report
November was a packed month for Teen Programming! We kicked off the month with Outdoor
Squirt Painting. Everyone made a complete and total mess and had a blast while doing it.
After this event, we had a Tote Bag Painting program. Each teen was
given a tote bag and painted it using stencils and their own creativity.
After two painting activities, it was only fitting that the teens get to
move onto baking. At the Tote Bag Painting, we took a vote and
decided that everyone would enjoy making banana nut muffins
(rather than the original plan of pumpkin bread). In addition to the
banana nut muffins, we also made turkey sliders. Each family ended
up going home with a ton of food and the teens had fun and seemed
to learn a lot about both baking and cooking.
In addition to these active programs, we also put out
two different passive programs in the Teen Room. The
first program was Thanksgiving origami and the second
program was detailed Thanksgiving coloring sheets.
Each program was out for two weeks. After a
somewhat slow start, these passive programs seem to
be a hit! Each program had to be restocked several
times throughout the two week period. We plan to
continue these passive programs in the future in an
attempt to slowly draw teens into library programs.

Jeannette and I also made several trips out to St. Jude’s over the course of November. On our
first trip we made fudge with the kids and did several different crafts. They are starting to warm
up to us and participate more in the activities we bring. Unfortunately, our second trip out to St.
Jude’s did not go quite as planned. We went out there on the Tuesday before Thanksgiving and
arrived only to find out that the kids were not in school that week so we didn’t get to see them.
While we were slightly discouraged by this outing, we are excited to get to visit with them in a
few weeks.
Children’s Report
In honor of spooky season, our Bluebonnet book club read Scary
Stories for Young Foxes and made fox faces out of rice cakes,
peanut butter, and fruit as our snack. But, as it turns out, none of
our readers made it past Chapter 1! They all rated “Scary
Stories” a “1” on a scale of 1 to 10. I’m proud of them for trying,
though!
For this month’s 2x2/Beginner Book Club, we read What About
Worms and each made our own wormery in a jar. The kids loved
learning about worms and releasing the extra worms into the
butterfly garden!

Storytime is still holding strong outside! We sometimes meet on the back patio to enjoy the
sunshine on colder mornings!
This month the kiddos made a variety of
fun crafts during Make It Tuesdays. Some
of the projects they made were: paper
gourds using lentils and beans to make
them bumpy, a popsicle stick fox, and a
3D paper turkey.
We also started a new book club this
month. Each month we will host a
Graphic Novel Book Club for kids in
grades 3-8. In the program, kids can talk

about
their
favorite
graphic
novels
and
comic
books
while
getting the chance to
create their own comic
panels and characters!
Kids
Chess
Club
continues to be very
popular since it started back in October. At our last November session we had just about 30 kids
attend! Online programs such as yoga for kids, painting with Ms. Katie, bilingual storytime and
hybrid storytimes will continue for the remainder of this year. In the new year we will be migrating
from online programming back to full in-person programs at the library. The Youth Services
Department and library families are excited to be able to use these spaces again.
Our big November event was a Stuffed Animal
Sleepover! We had 20 children come to our PJ
Storytime and leave their animals to spend the night in
the library! After a night full of shenanigans, everyone
got to pick up their Stuffed Animal and enjoy a muffin
during Family Storytime on Saturday. Each child and
animal went home with their own photo memory book
of the night!

Outreach (Jeannette Leroy)
This month we connected with 100+ individuals while making our outreach stops around
Bulverde/Spring Branch. I am connecting with current and future patrons while refilling our
Little Free Libraries (LFL) around town who are all excited about the many LFL locations we
have to provide books to the community for free. Outreach and marketing are partnering up
to make a map of not only the LFL’s stocked by the library but all the Little Free Libraries in
town! Super excited to share this map with our community.

This month for our Senior Activity Center Books and Bites Club we read, News of the World by
Paulette Jiles. This book is about a retired Civil War Solider turned newsman who is tasked to
return a captive little girl to her extended family. The ladies and I immersed ourselves in the
novel by having cornbread, bacon and coffee while discussing this very heavy yet enjoyable
western.
We were only able to visit the teens over at St. Jude’s once this month. Snacks are definitely
the way into these kids’ hearts! It’s neat to see how a soda pop and teaching them how to
make a quick and easy afternoon snack bridges the way to a conversation about their
favorite books and shows.
My visits to the area Assisted Livings are still my very favorite stop! So many interesting folks with
amazing stories under one roof! Boy do they keep me occupied trying to find books they
haven’t already read. One comical observation I’ve made on my outreach stops is that the
teenagers and senior citizens I visit are very much alike. They start off a little bit antsy and after
a snack and a good book they’re all smiles!
Our Pop-Up library in the park is always a hit. This month we made paper turkeys, had a giving
Thanks story time and celebrated Mr. Javier’s birthday! The kids sang the Happy Birthday Song
at the top of their lungs and we celebrated with some yummy cupcakes.
OH! Another exciting thing for Outreach is we are reaching out to local artists in our area to
hang their artwork on our library walls. We meet so many interesting and artistic community
members on our outings that it’s wonderful to give our local artists a place to display their art.
Being as November is the season of giving thanks, we love, love, love outreach and your
Outreach team is so incredibly thankful for all the support we receive from everyone here at
the library.

Collections Reports
Adult Collection (Kristin): We loaned 2 items to and borrowed 79 items from other libraries in the
Interlibrary Loan (ILL) system. I proctored 7 exams in November. We worked one-on-one with 5
members to teach them how to use our electronic resources. In November the fiction collection
was weeded and the genealogy section was inventoried. This month I will focus on inventorying
the fiction collection. We also updated the Texshare card procedures.
Teen Collection(Allison): There wasn’t a ton that changed with the Teen Collection in November.
As usual, several new items were added to the collection, including a number of nonfiction
graphic novels that I’m hoping will be a big hit with the teens.
As for the Teen Room itself, we did some rearranging! We put the little green stools back in place,
as well as the two cabinets that hold all of our gaming equipment. These changes were made
in anticipation of being fully back in person in January. I also rearranged some of the books on
the shelves in an effort to make space for new items.
Children’s Collection (Montana): We’ve moved things around in the Children’s Area (again)!
With a vaccine approved for 5-11 year olds, we can start to breathe a little easier in the

Children’s Library. We’ve moved the shelves closer together again, and returned the tables,
chairs, and magnet activities back into the room.
We deleted 406 items for the following reasons:
 Weeded – 256 items
 Vanished – 49 items (due to inventory)
 Lost and unpaid for – 82 items (sent to collections)
 Lost and paid for – 19 items

Technology (Rob, Lois)
Technology Desk Summary (Lois)
This month the Technology team worked on new issues such as:


Self-checkout Kiosk #2 was especially troublesome this month. From members not logging out,
internet cable getting disconnected, checkin mode enabled in error, and “Made possible…”
sign light blinking.



A link on catalog page not working.



A couple of issues after the time change on Sunday, 11/7/21 with wifi and Magic Info screens.



Butterfly door counter stopped working due to battery.



Kanopy was not blocking expired library users from using Kanopy. We contacted Biblionix and
they provided some guidance to Kanopy on how to make sure that doesn’t continue to happen.

Ongoing Issues
 11/3/21 Pick-up location updated-issues resolved.
 10/27/21 Texas ILL system still had Home Library as Bulverde/Spring Branch Library. We reached
out to OCLC support and they updated. Then found the Pick-up location was also BulverdeSpring Branch Library.
 11/16/21 Member reported problem with fax not going through. After troubleshooting, it appears
fax is working but not with its usual speed. It is taking many retries to complete. Monitoring at this
time.
 11/19/21 Apollo email failures showing up more frequently on the checkout screen but then it will
disappear. Reached out to Biblionix and they advised it is probably part of the normal process
but they will monitor it.
Misc.
Updated the Print from Anywhere web page to display the cost of printing and correct the latest
library hours.

Rob: We finished repairing our Elma (aka Elmo) Disc repair/cleaner and finally began
processing all the of the DVDs and CDs in need of repair and cleaning that have built up since
the machine stopped working last Spring. Despite the fact that it was not the easiest repair, the
fact that we were able to do it without having to pay the thousands of dollars to have a
technician do the work made it worth it. We now also know we can keep it running ourselves
for the foreseeable future, again saving us thousands of dollars in replacement costs of not only

the machine, but in material costs for replacement DVDs and CDs. We also moved it from what
was once Tech Services and is now the Youth Services office, so we can run it without driving
Javier and Montana crazy.
We did drive ourselves a little crazy working on a special project. With the rapid population
growth within our service district we needed a better understanding of where our patrons live,
so we can plan for the future. To facilitate all of that we needed an updated map of our district.
Maps, however, can be very expensive, so being the frugal people that we are we set out to
make one ourselves. On the surface, with all the technology available in today’s world, with
things like Google Maps and Earth it would seem like a pretty straight forward project. Nope.
There are a lot of reasons people pay for mapping services and we became familiar with most
of them. After a great deal of trial and error we were able to assemble and print a large satellite
image map of our entire district. With it we can see where in the future we should locate any
standalone library kiosks or book lockers, and where in the future we might build a new branch.
We did a lot of maintenance on our current networking and security systems. We upgraded the
firmware on our wireless access points, and began changing the batteries in our door counters
and security sensors. We rebooted and upgraded the software of several of our network’s
switches, installed our Bitdefender Security software on more of our endpoints, continued our
rolling update to the latest version of Windows 10, and updated our Group Policy rules to better
secure our systems.

Marketing & Public Relations (Mackenzie Broderick)
Marketing:


Begin brainstorming improvements for
marketing overall



Work on fliers for November and December
Events



Create and set up slides for Magicinfo and
kiosks



Plan social media through Hootsuite and
schedule



Update kiosk slides monthly with new
ongoing programs



Create spreadsheet detailing monthly report
statistics



Create new paver order form brochure and
update website page



Create new small bookmark



Create new digital library brochure

Public Relations:
Social Media:
 Begin brainstorming improvements for public
relations
 Post multiple events throughout the week
 Post about national holidays
 Post about upcoming events
 Post photos from previous events
Publicity:
 Begin brainstorming improvements for
publicity
 5 individual event eblasts & 4 week of eblasts
 January press release sent to
 3 Online events added to BSB Chamber
calendar
 Kids events added to Alamo Fun4Kids and
Kids Out and About

Facilities Management (Jewel English)
Regular scheduled monthly maintenance for pest control and aerobic septic system.
Study Rooms: 264 people used the Study Rooms in November

Youth Services Meeting Room Use Guidelines: We will begin allowing groups involving children
– such as homeschool groups, girl scouts, etc. – to reserve the Youth Service Meeting Rooms
(Program and Craft rooms) if/when available, per Youth Services Librarian Montana Rindahl’s
approval, beginning January 2022. We are working on guidelines for those who request to use
those rooms before use of the room is granted.
HVAC 11.17.2021 Kenneth Morganroth, Beyer Mechanical, met with Susan, Rob and me to
discuss replacing the current chiller system, or converting our current system to a VRV retrofit
solution. He submitted a proposal of $103,250 for a chiller replacement and a rough estimate
of $375,000 - $400,000 for a VRV Retrofit solution.
Susan consulted with Trey Sims, M&S Engineering, to discuss the scope of work for this project; he
will prepare a cost/value comparison on chiller vs. VRV system, and an analysis of other aspects
and services they can provide in order for us to move forward on this project.
11.19.2021: The heat temperature in main library on 11.18.21 was colder than normal. Anthony
Sheran, Beyer Mechanical, came out and adjusted the main air handles and the heat set point
differentials: heat was not coming on until the temperature was at 68 degrees now it is coming
on at 70 degrees.
He discovered that we will need a controller for the zone damper in the Workroom; until it is
replaced the damper will remain open at all times – we decided to hold off on replacing the
controller for now until we determine what we will do with the Chiller issue.
The old restrooms need a pressure limit switch for heat. Until it is replaced there will not be any
heat in those rooms. He will replace the unit when he comes
back to do the next PM.
Military Memorial bench:
Rob Lerner and Susan
assembled the bench in
honor of Ralph Lemes. Rob
and
Michael
Berube
installed it on the opposite
side
of
the
Military
Monument
facing
the
bench in memory of Buddy Neubauer. Michael made a wood
plaque on which he attached the nameplate – “In Honor of Ralph V. Lemes” – and attached
the plaque to the back of the new bench. The bench fittingly balances the look of the Military
Memorial. We are looking into creating a quote that would be made from metal and attached
on the blank wall behind the memorial.
Electrical: 12.8.2021: Roman Electric replaced the floor plug receptacle in Room C
Alternative replacement lights for the Study Rooms: Roman Electric located a less expensive LED
light fixture to replace the fixture in the Green Study Room. It is not exactly like the one currently
in the room but it is $120 less than the same light fixture – something to consider if/when we need
to replace the other fixtures.

Replacement lights for the LED Retrofit low bay lights in the Main library: the replacement bulbs
for the lights in the main library are “finally” available. Roman Electric will get enough bulbs,
while they are in stock, to replace the lights that are completely and partially out and to have
some on hand when needed.
Groundskeeping:
Completed regular chores, dead
headed and cut back plants where needed, treated the
wasp nest on the Children’s Patio; discussed plantings to
replace those that were destroyed in the February 2021
freeze. The irrigation has been turned off until spring.
Eagle Scout Park cleanup: 12.7.2021, I met with Bill Perez to
discuss scheduling a Scout workday to rake up the loose
rocks and spread mulch in the area next to the fence in
Eagle Scout Park that faces east – to make it more
attractive and easier to walk in that area. We discussed
the possibility of an Eagle Scout project to install some sort
of fencing/barrier next to the gully between the Chiller and
the park area to prevent children from falling into the gully.
I also discussed the possibility of using re-purposed cedar
logs the groundskeeper reclaims when he clears trees from
other properties where he does work – to create the barrier
– which would maintain the natural esthetics of the park.

Administration (Susan/Cathy)
Susan spent a lot of time cleaning up active patron records, which she had downloaded in
order to help plot where we might need kiosks or lockers. The records were imported into excel
and while sorting by zip code, many records were found to have incorrect zip code information.
She updated those that she could and took the opportunity to move some accounts to nonlocal as needed. Rob was able to plot the users on a map so that we could see the areas that
have the highest number of users.
Susan also began work on objectives/goals for the strategic plan. Library staff are evaluating
suggested goals and when they have completed them, the goals will be compiled to update
our 2021-2023 plan.
Susan hosted the monthly Director’s lunch and enjoyed showing off our library to other library
Directors. She also helped facilitate a memorial for long time Board of Trustee Ken Hamm, which
was well attended. It was wonderful to hear Ken’s story and learn more about him.

